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behind. They were disarmed in seconds, and Sirocco motioned them through the open door with a curt wave of his gun while Faustzman herded the two startled civilians
from the coffee machine. Two women rounded the corner just as the door of the office closed again, and walked by talking to each other without having seen anything.
Moments later Sirocco left the office again with two privates. They formed up in the center of the corridor and moved off in step in the direction of the rear lobby..A carrier full
of combat-suited infantry nursing antitank missile launchers and demolition equipment slid through the lock and lurched onto a branch leading to one of the Battle Module's
forward ramps. "Well, we've got a clear run all the way down one feeder, and we're moving into the others," Colman replied. "There's been some fighting inside the Battle
Module, and a lot of the guys got out. We have to hope that there aren't enough left to stop us from blowing our way in through four places at once. Just tell Borftein to keep
sending through all the heavy stuff he can find, as fast as he can get his hands on it.".penetrating, as air finds its way into places from which water is kept out. "He can't
have been here ten.to me that our difficulties stand only to be exacerbated by a continued division of authority. Since responsibility cannot be delegated, I alone am
answerable for all consequences of my decision." He paused to look around the room, and then took a long breath. "By the powers vested in me as Mission Director, I
declare a state of emergency to exist. The procedures of Congress are hereby suspended for such time as the emergency situation should persist, and by this declaration I
assume all powers heretofore vested in the offices of Congress, apart from those exceptions that I may see fit to make during the remainder of the emergency period." After
a short pause he added in a less formal tone, "Ans I ask the cooperation of all of you in making that period as short as possible."."Our what?"."Are you telling us we're
prisoners?" the Chironian man asked.."I never said it had to make sense." Sirocco brought his elbows up level with his shoulders, stretched. for a few seconds, and sighed.
After a short silence he cocked a curious eye in Colman's direction. "So... what's the latest with that cutie from Brigade?".might be the sound of hope, but also ever
receding..Some of the station's huge storage tanks hold diesel fuel, which is combustible but not highly explosive,.purchased their residences, too.".This apparently had
been an exotic treat to the dog, as well. When first given a chip, he turned the.Colman grinned. "Okay, chief. I will." A short silence fell while they both thought about the
same thing. "How long do you think it'll be?" Colman asked at last..enough for me." Geneva poured lemonade. "Pretend it's Budweiser." To Micky, Leilani said, "She
thinks.a modified high-five.."But, hon. all I-".Leilani was clearly unbreakable..found.."Ah. Then I'm not embarrassed, just slightly sickened. Why don't you get a glass of cold
lemonade,."Sure," Murphy accepted, and they all began walking. On the way, lay explained the problem to his three friends.
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